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BY JOHNNY VIZCAINO

n afternoon spent with Deana McGuffin is a
couple hours spent exploring the changing
mores of America, our work ethic, our rampant
consumerism, and facing up to the simple truth that
they just don’t make them like they used to.
She’s talking about the things we use.
And the things we wear.
Specifically, our footwear.
And because she’s in the business of bootmaking –
our boots.
First, the consumerism.
McGuffin, a third-generation master bootmaker
who has been living and working in Albuquerque’s
South Valley for more than 30 years, remembers a
time before it was common practice to abandon an
item at the first sign of damage.
Think of that printer that stopped working. Or that
old flip phone.
Just one generation removed from the Great Depression, McGuffin’s parents were raised in a time
when if you wanted something, usually, you had to
make it yourself.
“They repaired it and repaired it, and made it
last,” she said.
Nowadays, “People get so impatient with everything,” she said, recalling her upbringing. Back then,
“People weren’t so tense. They took more joy in
life.”
Tough times made for tough people who worked
hard but still “took the time to smell the roses.”
Now, it’s all about convenience and efficiency, she
said, where getting the most for the least usually
entails getting it without having to wait.
By contrast, McGuffin’s product, handmade custom boots made from scratch from strips of leather,
involve a lot of waiting. A single pair of boots may
require 40 hours of work. Depending on how many
orders she’s processing, the wait for a pair of her
boots is six to 12 weeks. They start at $2,800.

The trade

McGuffin’s grandfather, C.C. McGuffin, pulled up
stakes in Texas to set up his boot store in Roswell in
1915. His son, L.W., followed C.C. into the bootmaking trade. Deana took up the craft in 1981, apprenticing under her father before setting up shop in Clovis
then later moving to Albuquerque.
She recalls, “Dad tried to teach me all this stuff
when I was a kid and I just didn’t have the patience
to learn it.” It wasn’t until her thirties that she was
capable of the level of appreciation required to learn
the trade of bootmaking.
“It finally occurred to me that here’s a dying art
that not too many people even do anymore, and it
(would have been) crazy for me not to at least learn
it, whether or not I ever did it,” she said. “At least
learn it.”
Another sign of the times: McGuffin said it took
her an entire year to convince her dad that she could
learn to make handmade boots.
“He didn’t think girls could do that kind of work,”
she said.”

It takes Deana McGuffin up to 40 hours to produce a pair of handmade
custom boots.
She estimates that of the 250 or so bootmakers in
the country, fewer than 15 are women.
“It does require some hand strength,” McGuffin
admitted, but there’s more to it than that. “I do some
things differently, but women always do,” she said.
“We learn to leverage, for things we don’t have the
brute strength to do.”
As someone who came of age in the 1960s, “when
a lot of those ceilings were broken,” improvising
went well beyond the workshop, she said, citing
“the civil rights movements, the women’s movements – all that really changed the country.”

McGuffin’s grandfather,
C.C. McGuffin, pulled up stakes
in Texas to set up his boot store
in Roswell in 1915
But the struggle for social equity isn’t over simply
because a woman can run her own business in a
male-dominated industry. The bootmaking business
is still male-dominated. In the end, however, “parts
is parts,” McGuffin said.
“As far as I know,” she said recalling an interaction
with a rudely skeptical client, “there’s only one
thing that men bootmakers have that women don’t
have, and none of them use it to make boots with.”

Making something

It’s hard to overstate the impact the Industrial
Revolution had on artisan craftsmanship here and in
Britain. What followed next was mass production.
Today, in the minds of many, especially Americans,

Johnny Vizcaino

the Industrial Age long ago was eclipsed by a digitized, technology-driven Information Age, in which
computer-gazing millennials “don’t really know
what it is to actually make something.”
“My generation is probably about the last one,”
she said. “We came from industrial families; we
came from farm families; we came from families that
knew how to do things.”
“When you make something – actually build
something with your own hands, even if you
just cook, make pizza or something – if you do it
yourself, it gives you a whole different perspective
on many different things, it gives you a little more
respect,” McGuffin said.
Although handcrafted goods aren’t in steep
demand these days, handmade boots appear to be
making a resurgence, McGuffin said.
If artisans are the last of a dying breed, Deana
McGuffin is doing more than most to save her craft.
She offers a bootmaking workshop in the way of
a “learning vacation,” during which she teaches
students the process of making their own boots from
start to finish. A two-week class costs $3,800, which
includes the boots.
The best students are those who genuinely want to
learn, McGuffin said. “I really love to see the young
kids coming in, and some are really good.”
Just as importantly, McGuffin said her shop is also
on a bit of a rebound.
“When the economy crashed, my business crashed
hard,” she said. “It’s now beginning to come back a
little bit.”
Johnny Vizcaino is a journalism intern at
ABQ Free Press Weekly.

BY SARA MACNEIL

eople choose different career paths. Some
become artists making work that analyzes the
world around us. Many become educators empowering their students with knowledge. Others become
investigators seeking the truth. As a photographer,
private investigator, and college professor, Jessamyn
Lovell chose all three.
Lovell said these career fields are interdependent.
Her projects demonstrate the subtle ironies of human connection. Students who study under Lovell
don’t just learn how to take a picture. They learn to
investigate the subjects they photograph.
“My work is about healing as well as learning to
see others’ stories and how they intersect with our
own,” Lovell said. “The work of a private
investigator isn’t art, yet I’m approaching this career
as an artist.”
Lovell’s rough upbringing informs her projects.
In an episode of “This American Life,” she told the
story of growing up middle class until her father left
her family when she was 11 years old. Her mother
and three sisters lost their house, leaving the
family destitute.
Later, her father attempted to have Lovell kidnapped. The family was forced to relocate to avoid
him. Eventually her mother became sick and young
Lovell became a caretaker.
Photography became a coping mechanism for the
teenage Lovell. She began documenting traumatic
events with a camera. A combination of photography skills and a Nancy Drew obsession created the
fusion of artist and investigator that she is today.
As an adult Lovell returned to memories of her
estranged father. She found out where he lived and
began driving out to his residence on the weekends.
Never confronting him, she observed her father and
his life from the outside, through a telephoto lens
from 2007 to 2011.
“I could see him, but he couldn’t see me. I felt like
I had some sort of power,” Lovell said.
Lovell showed surveillance photographs of her
father in an art exhibit called “No Trespassing,” at
a San Francisco gallery called SF Cameraworks. As
she set up the show, her wallet was stolen.
She didn’t realize the severity of the problem until
a year later when the police notified her a woman
named Erin Hart stole her identity.
“Turns out my ID has been used repeatedly by a
woman in San Francisco to run a small drug operation, get cited for various petty crimes, rent cars and
get massive amounts of parking tickets, all in my
name. I have been issued a summons to appear in
court in Oakland,” Lovell wrote in an email dated
April 11, 2011.
Lovell was struck with thousands of dollars of
debt from a rental car company, $500 from a collections agency, unpaid parking tickets, and a court
summons for petty theft. She had to buy a plane
ticket to Oakland to prove in court that her identity
was stolen, and to get the charge expunged so it
wouldn’t appear on her record. It took Lovell nine
months to straighten out the mess Hart caused.
“I couldn’t let it go as something someone did to
me that I had no control over,” Lovell said.

LLLovell began investigating
Hart like she did her father. She
would observe her identity thief
for a period of three years.
While tracking Hart, Lovell
ended up at a hotel where Hart
was busted for using Lovell’s
license. Hotel staff said Hart
returned for her cat once she was
released from jail. Hart was upset
when staff said they didn’t have
the cat.
Lovell’s anger toward the woman who caused all this trouble for
her began to turn to empathy. She
learned more about Hart and her
life, realizing she was homeless.
She began to identify with Hart,
having experienced homelessness as a child herself. Lovell
could see how her life could have
ended up like Hart’s.
When Lovell’s investigations
gained media attention, many news outlets framed
Lovell’s investigation as revenge. Lovell said the
story is more complicated than that.
“To me it doesn’t boil down to the criminal and the
victim. It’s not that simple,” she said.
Lovell hasn’t been able to find Hart since her initial
investigation. Hart is estranged from her family and
none of them have had contact with her for years.
Lovell exhibited a culmination of photographs,
documents, and video of her experience tracking
Hart in an exhibition called “Dear Erin Hart” in
2014 at the same gallery in San Francisco where she
exhibited photographs of her father.
“Despite our preoccupation with the invasive
reach of surveillance and information technology,
‘Dear Erin Hart’ suggests that human identity – real,
digital, or otherwise – remains an elusive target,”

Photos by Jessamyn Lovell

reads a SF Cameraworks exhibition synopsis.
Lovell is currently collaborating with a screen
writer on a fictional adaptation of “Dear Erin Hart,”
as well as working with a production company on a
pitch for a feature-length documentary.
Lovell decided to get her private investigators license after realizing that with “No Trespassing” and
“Dear Erin Hart,” she acquired more than half of the
6,000 hours of training needed to receive a license.
She turned her P.I. training into a D.I.Y. crime show.
Viewers can watch her go on stake outs, meet with
clients, and learn how to shoot a handgun on video
at patreon.com/JessamynLovell. Lovell displays her
training process in an art exhibit in fall 2017 at Central Features Contemporary Art at 514 Central Ave.
Sara MacNeil is an editorial intern at
ABQ Free Press Weekly.
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ABQ Resistance Against
Trump Policies Forms
BY SYARAH NAMASTÉ

I

n the weeks
following Donald
Trump’s election, a
lot has been brewing among activists
and organizers who
are developing
strategies and
campaigns to fight
back against many of his proposals.
From immigrant rights activists and
lawyers to artists and musicians, groups
have been meeting to strategize
how to show solidarity and inclusiveness. One of the groups repeatedly
scapegoated during the election was
immigrants, so a new local campaign
called “Defend Our Neighbors” has
started to support the most vulnerable
in our communities under threat of
persecution.

‘We believe that not
challenging threats to
one part of our
community can lead to
threats to other parts
of our community:
the Muslim community’
— Defend Our Neighbors

“Defend Our Neighbors” is a
nonpartisan grassroots effort to
ensure that the community actively
support the rights of the New Mexico
undocumented immigrant children
and their families to live without fear,
without oppression, and with a right
to due process regarding their ability
to remain in the United States. The
campaign believes supporting undocumented immigrants is a significant
moral duty.
“We believe that not challenging
threats to one part of our community
can lead to threats to other parts of our
community: the Muslim community, the
LGBT community, the Native American
community, the Jewish community,
other communities of color and even
the media, the group writes in their
public request for support. “We believe
we must actively challenge possible
threats to our diverse social fabric.”
The “Defend Our Neighbors”
Steering Committee is made up of
local community leaders Jeffrey Baker,
Jennifer Landau, John Ross, Maria
Estella de Rios, Liz McGrath, Antoinette
Sedillo-Lopez, Art Gardenswartz, and

COLUMNS
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Recognizing the Dark Side
Of Trump’s ‘Thank-you Tour’
BY robert reich

Justin Remer-Thamert.
The group’s goal is to generate a
comprehensive list of community
individuals and organizations by Jan.
20 who publicly support the goals of
Defend Our Neighbors. If you would
like to sign on as an individual or as a
legal representative of an organization,
contact John Ross at (505) 270-2351 or
visit defendnm@gmail.com

Climate change
“We are the first generation to feel the
effects of climate change, and we may be
the last to be able to do anything about
it,” proclaims New Mexico Interfaith
Power and Light. Founded in 2006, the
organization engages faith communities
and individuals to care for the Earth and
respond to climate change.
The group has organized a “Renewable Energy for All” campaign kickoff
event 5:30-8 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 9, at
the Albuquerque Mennonite Church,
1300 Girard Blvd. SE.
Speakers Ruth Hoffman, director
of Lutheran Advocacy Ministry New
Mexico and Sister Joan Brown, Executive Director of New Mexico Interfaith
Power and Light, will talk about the
Legislature’s 2017 60-day session, which
begins Tuesday, Jan. 17.

‘We are the first
generation to feel the
effects of climate change,
and we may be the last
to be able to do
anything about it’
— New Mexico Interfaith Power and Light

Lutheran Advocacy Ministry’s mission
is to advocate for justice in public
policy to alleviate poverty and hunger.
Hoffman and Sister Brown will discuss
bills that will be introduced that
respond to climate change, including
a bill that will raise the renewable
energy standards in New Mexico. They
will also train people about how to
advocate at the Roundhouse. Dinner is
provided, so please RSVP on the New
Mexico Interfaith Power and Light
Facebook event page.

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque. She writes about events of interest to Albuquerque’s activist community.

D

onald Trump
has just finished the last of his
nine post-election
“thank-you tour”
rallies. Why did
he do them? And
why is he planning
further rallies after
he becomes president?
One clue is that Trump conducted
them only in the states he won. And
most attendees appear to have voted
for him – overwhelmingly white, and
many wearing Trump hats and T-shirts.
When warm-up speakers asked how
many had previously attended a Trump
rally, most hands went up.
A second clue is that rather than urge
followers to bury the hatchet, Trump
wound them up. “It’s a movement,”
he said in Mobile, Ala., playfully telling
the crowd that in the run-up to the
election, “You people were vicious,
violent, screaming, ‘Where’s the
wall?’ ‘We want the wall!’ Screaming,
‘Prison!’ ‘Prison!’ ‘Lock her up!’ I mean,
you were going crazy. You were nasty
and mean and vicious.” He called his
followers “wild beasts.”
A third clue: Rather than shift from
campaigning to governing, Trump’s
post-election rallies were almost
identical to the rallies he held as a
candidate – the same format, identical
pledges (“We will build a great wall!”),
and same condemnations of the
“dishonest” media.
And rather than use the rallies to
forgive those who criticized him during
the campaign, he’s settling scores –
criticizing politicians who opposed his
candidacy, like Ohio Gov. John Kasich;
blasting media personalities who
predicted he would lose, such as CNN’s
John King; and mocking his former
opponents.
Trump vows to continue these rallies
after he becomes president. As he
told the crowd in Mobile, “They’re
saying, ‘As president, he shouldn’t be
doing rallies.’ But I think we should,
right? We’ve done everything else the
opposite. This is the way you get an
honest word out.”
“Get an honest word out?” There’s
the real tipoff.
Like his non-stop tweets, Trump’s
purpose in holding these rallies is
to connect directly with a large and
enthusiastic base who will believe what
he says – and thereby reject facts from
mainstream media, policy analysts,
government agencies that collect data,

and the scientific community.
During his “thank-you tour,” Trump
repeatedly claimed, for example, that
the murder rate in the United States
is the highest it’s been in 45 years. In
fact, it’s near a 50-year low, according
to the FBI.
He also repeatedly said he won the
election by a “landslide,” when in fact
he lost the popular vote by 2.8 million
votes – more than five times Al Gore’s
margin over George W. Bush in 2000.
And he repeatedly asserted that the
election was marred by “massive voting
fraud,” when in fact there has been no
evidence of fraud at all.
A democracy depends on truth.
Trump’s claims that the murder rate
is soaring may elicit support for
policies such as harsher policing and
sentencing – the opposite of what we
need. His assertions that he won by a
landslide may give him a mandate he
doesn’t deserve. His claims of “massive
voter fraud” could legitimize efforts
to suppress votes through rigid ID and
other requirements.
If repeatedly told Muslims are the
enemy, the public may support efforts
to monitor them and their places of
worship inside America, or even to
confine them. If told that the tide of
undocumented immigrants is rising (in
fact, it’s been falling), the public could
get behind draconian policies to keep
them out.
If told to ignore scientific evidence of
climate change, the public may reject
efforts to reverse it. If told to disregard
CIA reports of Russian tampering with
our elections, the public could become
less vigilant about future tampering.
In short, the rallies and tweets give
Trump an unprecedented platform
for telling Big Lies without fear of
contradiction. It’s no coincidence that
Trump continues to denigrate the news
media, and hasn’t held a news conference since July.
A president intent on developing a
base of enthusiastic supporters who
believe bald-faced lies poses a clear
threat to American democracy. This is
how tyranny begins.

Robert B. Reich is Chancellor’s Professor of
Public Policy at the University of California
at Berkeley and Senior Fellow at the Blum
Center for Developing Economies. He served
as secretary of Labor in the Clinton administration. He has written 14 books, including
his most recent, “Saving Capitalism.”
He was co-creator of the award-winning
documentary, “Inequality for All.”
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Forecasting Trump’s Presidency
BY DAN VUKELICH

Pulp News

COMPILED BY ABQ FREE PRESS WEEKLY STAFF

T

he American
people finally
got the government
they deserve. Here’s
what’s likely to
happen after Donald
Trump takes the
oath of office on
Jan. 20:

Russia’s Vladimir Putin will make
aggressive moves against Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia. Publicly
reaffirming his belief that NATO is
an anachronism, Donald Trump will
abandon the Baltic states, forcing them
to make accommodation with Moscow
and fall back into Russia’s orbit.

China, which just launched its first
aircraft carrier for sea trials, will make
further territorial claims among the
disputed Spratly Islands in the South
China Sea. In the face of China’s growing naval presence, Trump’s military
advisors – fearful of their commander-in-chief’s unreliable temperament in
a high-stakes military showdown with
a nuclear power – will recommend
caution and, by default, cede to China
control of the waters between China
and New Zealand.
Closed-door discussions will begin
among the U.S. military about the
limits of their obligation to follow the
orders of an unstable civilian leader.
Scenarios will be run to assess at what
point U.S. military commanders might
legally disobey a direct order from the
President.
If not already underway , legal
research will begin in Congress into
possible implementation of the 25th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
and the conditions by which the President can be removed from office in the
event of mental or physical incapacity.

Trump will cancel the nuclear arms
deal between Iran and the five permanent members of the United Nations
Security Council – the U.S., China,
France, Russia, the United Kingdom,
plus the European Union and Germany. Without willingness by the U.S. to
enforce the sanctions at the heart of the
deal, Iran will resume its work toward
getting the bomb, most likely aided by
technology bought from Russia.
The attorney general of the State of
New York will file charges against the
Trump Foundation alleging that he operated an illegal, unregistered charity.
Undeterred, Trump will claim immunity and use his children as fronts for
soliciting money from potential federal

contractors for Ivanka’s, Donald Trump
Jr.’s, and Eric’s charitable causes.
Trump will refuse to distance himself
from the Trump Organization, which
will be run by Ivanka, his closest
advisor. Foreign governments eager
to ingratiate themselves with the U.S.
President, will lavish favorable real
estate deals on his children. Donald
Trump will ignore the news media’s
criticisms of his conflicts of interest and
speak directly to the American people
through Twitter.

Trump’s pro-life Supreme Court picks
will be confirmed by Congress. Dismantlement of individual civil rights
and the strengthening of corporate
rights will commence.

Trump’s cabinet will begin the
arduous job of dismantling the agencies
they head. Environmental protections,
banking regulation, consumer protection and fair labor standards will
become things of the past. Civil service
protections notwithstanding, a
purge of the U.S. Department of
Energy will oust or demote anyone
ocumented to have pursued a
pro-climate change agenda during the
Obama administration.
Emboldened by the overt racism
shown by their President during the
2016 campaign, American neo-Nazis
will ditch their “seig heil” salutes, rebrand themselves as “Americans First,”
and begin a systematic oppression of
minorities, including Blacks, Hispanic
Americans and Muslim Americans. The
U.S. Department of Justice will take
minimal steps to quell the violence.
Alarmed by the intemperate leadership shown by Trump, Republicans
in Congress will make common cause
with Democrats on some issues – preserving Medicare and Social Security
among them – for fear that a disastrous
one-term Trump presidency will take
them down to defeat in 2018 and 2020.
Trump’s infrastructure agenda will be
approved but many of his more radical
efforts to gut the federal government
will fail.
Behind the scenes, a bipartisan
congressional group will begin to lay
the groundwork for possible impeachment of the 45th President for “high
crimes and misdemeanors,” as defined
by Section 4 of Article II of the U.S.
Constitution.
Dan Vukelich is editor of ABQ Free Press
Weekly. Reach him at editor@freeabq.com

The word is…

“Xenophobia” saw a spike in internet searches in 2016 in the wake of
Donald Trump’s rise and the Brexit
vote, according to Dictionary.com.
Sudden interest in the term – which
means “fear and hatred of foreigners”
– made it Time magazine’s word of
the year.

Goat therapy

Who knew that goats can have anxiety
attacks? But that’s exactly what
Polly, a baby goat living at a sanctuary
for disabled goats, suffers from.
Caregivers of the partially blind
member of the caprus genus, treat
Polly by dressing her in a fluffy
yellow duck costume. Once dressed
as a duck, Polly immediately calms
down, says a staffer of the Annandale,
N.J., sanctuary, which is popular
online for its videos and pictures of
goats dressed up in baby clothes. Before the dress-up began, the stressedout goat would cry and suck on walls.
Photos and videos of the baby goat in
her duck suit have gone viral.

Ph.D. in sex

Does sex make you smarter? Maybe
not, but it improves your memory.
University of Maryland researchers
found that middle-aged rats permitted to engage in sex showed signs
of improved cognitive function and
hippocampal function. Last month,
researchers from Konkuk University
in Seoul concluded that sexual activity
in mice counteracts the memory-robbing effects of chronic stress. Similarly,
Canadian researchers found that sex
in mice improves short-term memory. On the flip side, University of
Texas researchers found that viewing
pornography, or “fake sex,” interferes
with “working memory,” which is the
ability to juggle and pay attention to
many items. UCLA scientists disputed
the Texas research, however. And
finally this: The converse is not true.
Being smarter does not mean you
have sex more often.

Speaking of which
Anthony Weiner, the disgraced
congressman with a penchant
for “sexting,” has moved into a

Manhattan apartment with his
once-estranged wife, Huma Abedin,
and their 4-year-old son, after cutting
short his sex-addiction treatment
because he ran out of money. Weiner
still faces $35,000 in fines for
campaign finance violations.

Ho, ho, ho, bro

The Mall of America, a 520-store
shopping center that boasts that it’s
the largest in America, hired its first
Afro-American Santa Claus this season. The 4.87-million-square-foot mall
opened in 1992.

Adults in training

Millennials, derided as relying too
heavily on their (often helicoptering)
Baby-boomer parents, now have a
school to learn the essential life skills
they apparently missed in their teens,
20s and even early 30s. Dozens of
Millennials have paid $30 per class
to the Adulting School in Portland,
Maine, to learn things like how to
book a dental or medical appointment, fix a leaky faucet or cook a
meal. “I still have to go to my mom’s
house,” a 25-year-old class member
said. “When I started my new job,
I had to go to have her help me fill
out my W-2 and everything. I had no
idea what I was doing.” So as not to
make the experience too burdensome
for hipsters who complain regularly
on social media about the rigors of
adulthood, the school provides beer
and food from food trucks.

Death by doctor

Your chances of dying during treatment by a male physician are higher
than if treated by a female doc. A
study published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association Internal Medicine found elderly patients
treated by female doctors were less
likely to be readmitted within 30 days,
regardless of the condition that
landed the patient in the hospital in
the first place. The study noted that
women generally score better on
medical standardized tests, they’re
more likely to use best-practices when
treating patients, and they spend
more time communicating with their
patients, according to the website
theverge.com.

NEWS
City News in Brief
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Christmas recycling
Area residents can recycle Christmas
trees and lights at three locations in
Albuquerque beginning on Jan. 3. The
trees will be ground into chips for use
as garden mulch. Residents can pick
up the freshly ground wood chips
free of charge while supplies last. The
recycling program is being run by the
city’s Solid Waste Management and
Parks and Recreation departments,
with support from the Public Service
Company of New Mexico. Drop off
trees and lights 8 a.m.-5 p.m., from
Tuesday, Jan. 3 through Sunday, Jan.
15 at: the Montessa Park Convenience
Center, 3512 Los Picaros Rd. SE; the
Eagle Rock Convenience Center, 6301
Eagle Rock Ave. NE; and Ladera Golf
Course, 3401 Ladera Dr. NW. Artificial
trees will not be accepted.

Downtown drugs

Downtown will get a pharmacy when
the Albuquerque City Drug store
opens in the Imperial Building, 205
Silver Ave. SW in early 2017. Brothers Jason Graves and Justin Graves,
owners of Albuquerque City Drug,
are building out the 1,962-square-foot
Suite D. The store will offer prescription drugs as well as over-the-counter
remedies, vitamin supplements and
personal care products. The pharmacy
is expected to hire five employees.

Indicted

Davon Lymon has been indicted for
first-degree murder in the October
2015 fatal shooting of Albuquerque
police officer Daniel Webster. A Bernalillo County grand jury also indicted
Lymon, 34, on charges that included
tampering with evidence and evading
or obstructing a police officer. Lymon
was convicted earlier this year on a
federal charge of being a felon in possession of a firearm. Webster, a former
U.S. Army Ranger, was killed during a
traffic stop.

Education

Sen. Michael Padilla, an Albuquerque
Democrat, wants to abolish the job of
state education secretary and give the
task of overseeing public education

to an elected state board of education.
Padilla says he will once again ask
the Legislature to approve a proposed
constitutional amendment to make
the change. If the measure passes
during the upcoming 60-day legislative session, it would go to the voters
in November 2018. Padilla introduced
a similar bill in 2013, but it died in
the Senate. Padilla’s proposal calls for
a 10-member education board who
would hire a state superintendent of
education. During the Richardson
administration, voters approved a
constitutional amendment to do away
with an elected state school board
in favor of an appointed education
secretary.

Closing

After nearly 100 years in business,
Valliant Printing in downtown
Albuquerque is shutting down. Keiko
Johnson, who with her husband, Don,
has owned Valliant since 2008, said
the decline of the printing industry, a
lack of incentives for existing businesses, and the fact that their building
was being sold, contributed to their
decision to close. “We sat down and
did the math and figured the cost of
the move,” Johnson said. “We could
have kept going, but we are a little
bit tired of being a small business in
this town.” The company will shut its
doors at noon on Dec. 30. The company was founded by the Valliant family
in 1918.

Brain drain

New Mexico’s population stagnation continued in 2016 as the state’s
population grew by 687 – a mere 0.04
percent, according to new estimates
from the U.S Census Bureau. In the
year that ended July 1, 2016, the
state’s net outmigration totaled 7,111,
meaning that many more people left
than came here. The only reason New
Mexico’s population grew at all was
that births far outnumbered deaths.
The long-term population trend is not
good. Since 2010, the state’s population has increased by 21,817, or 1.1
percent. And in the past six years, the
New Mexico saw a net outmigration
of 37,780 people.

gone fishing!
No Paper on January 4th
We will return January 11th
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BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

I

f there’s a silver lining in the case of two men
falsely charged in the 2015 murder of Jaydon
Chavez-Silver, it’s that they were charged in Albuquerque where the Public Defender’s office has a
large presence.

And the fact that the grandfather of one of the
men is a former APD cop and retired Secret Service
agent who knows his way around the criminal
justice system.

Had Donovan Maez and Christopher Cruz been
charged in Tucumcari or some other small town
where the Public Defender’s office has to rely on
contract attorneys, and had they not had the help of
Maez’s grandfather, they might still be sitting in jail.
Legal experts say that, despite their innocence,
without the hundreds of hours of expert investigative and legal help they got, there’s a good chance
Maez and Donovan might have taken a plea bargain. And, there are probably others across New
Mexico now sitting behind bars for crimes they
didn’t commit because they couldn’t get or couldn’t
afford proper legal help.

“The real question is what if these guys weren’t
arrested in Albuquerque?” said Richard Pugh, who
heads the Public Defender’s Albuquerque office.
“We have 13 offices [around the state] and we have
33 counties. In every county in which we don’t have
an office, we have contract attorneys, and every contract attorney gets a $5,400 flat rate to do a murder
case.” That $5,400 can come to as little $15 an hour.

Legal experts say that, despite their
innocence, without the hundreds
of hours of expert investigative and
legal help they got, there’s a good
chance Maez and Donovan might
have taken a plea bargain
Assistant Public Defender Scott Wisniewski represented Cruz and said he worked at least 100 hours
on the case. His investigator put in 75 hours.

“That was probably more time than I’ve spent on
any other case, but when you have a case that was as
full of holes as this one was, there are a lot of leads
to track down,” Wisniewski said.
In the Maez and Cruz cases, the Public Defender’s
office arranged for investigators to visit the home
where Chavez-Silver was fatally shot; it hired a
ballistics expert to reconstruct the shooting; and
it hired an expert to review the autopsy report on
Chavez-Silver, Wisniewski said.

A visit to the Chavez-Silver home nine months
after the shooting revealed just how sloppy APD’s
investigation was, Wisniewski said. “We found
a shell casing [at the house]. Our investigator
brought a metal detector to go over the property,”
Wisniewski said.

‘It’s good that in these cases the
system worked, but they had to
spend 10 months in jail. But in how
many other parts of the state does
the system not work?’
– Bernalillo County District Public
Defender Richard Pugh

On June 2, District Attorney Kari Brandenburg’s
office dismissed the charges against Maez and Cruz,
but only after the two had spent 10 months in jail for
a crime they didn’t commit.
On Dec. 19, Maez’s grandfather, Dennis Maez,
filed a complaint with the Civilian Police Oversight
Agency against the lead detective on the case, Jodi
Gonterman. The complaint alleged that Gonterman
might have committed perjury and threatened
and coaxed witnesses to provide false testimony
against his grandson and Cruz. Lawyers for Cruz
and Donovan Maez have notified the city that they
intend to sue APD over the false charges and false
imprisonment.

Wisniewski said that an experienced attorney
would probably charge $75,000 to handle a case as
complicated as the cases against Maez and Cruz. If a
defendant doesn’t have that kind of money, “you are
looking at a bargain-basement rate [for an attorney]
and they won’t put in the effort because they are not
paid to put in the effort,” Wisniewski said. “That
really compromises the quality of work.
“I have genuine concern for people who get
charged in places like Tucumcari or Silver City
where there is not a Public Defender’s office.”
Pugh had the same concern.

“What if these guys had been arrested outside of
Albuquerque? What if they had a $5,400 contractor?” Pugh said. “It’s good that in these cases the
system worked, but they had to spend 10 months in
jail. But in how many other parts of the state does
the system not work?”

“We know there are [innocent people in jail], we
just don’t know who they are,” Pugh said. “We
know that the police don’t have a 100 percent rate of
getting these things right.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at ABQ Free Press
Weekly. Reach him with news tips at dennis@freeabq.com

Jailed, Presumed Guilty
BY SARA MACNEIL

T

he Albuquerque Police Department has
a history of falsely accusing people.

Robert Gonzales, a 20-year-old with mental retardation, spent three years in jail for
a crime he didn’t commit. In his case, APD
allegedly valued a coerced confession over
DNA evidence in the murder of 11-year-old
Victoria Sandoval.
APD arrested Gonzales without probable
cause in 2005. Due to Gonzales’ low IQ, he
waived his Miranda right against self-incrimination without fully understanding
what that waiver meant. He ended up
giving a false confession to the murder.
His interviewer fed him information about
the crime, which he then repeated in his
confession.

Gonzales’ attorney, Brad Hall, claims that
APD knew Gonzales didn’t commit the
crime early on. Lab tests a month after the
girl’s murder found another individual’s
DNA at the crime scene. Israel Diaz was
later charged and the case against Gonzales
was dismissed.
Bernalillo County was sued for $30,000
for Gonzales mistreatment in jail where he
was targeted because of his label as a child
molester. During his incarceration, Gonzales attempted suicide. Settlement money is
being dispersed to Gonzales in structured
payments overseen by a guardian.

Michael Lee, a 21-year-old magazine
salesman, was imprisoned for 15 months
for a murder he didn’t commit. Lee filed
a lawsuit in 2009 against detectives who
allegedly secured a coerced false confession
from Lee’s co-worker, Travis Rowley.
Lee was released only after DNA evidence confirmed the confession of another
man, Clifton Bloomfield, in the 2007
murders of Tak and Pung Yi. His $950,000
wrongful imprisonment settlement with
the City of Albuquerque included lost
income and his disqualification from future
employment because the dismissed murder
charge shows up on background checks.
Lee got a tattoo on his back while he was in
jail that said, “Not guilty.”
Sara MacNeil is a journalism intern at ABQ Free
Press Weekly.
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Bring Out Your Dead: Goodbye to 2016 and the Celebrities It Claimed
I

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

t’s been a difficult year for celebrities. No one was safe from the reaper in 2016, and as the year wore on, it was clear many beloved names would not see 2017.
Here’s to those shining stars whose bright lights shone for one last time before winking out.

David Bowie
Musician, actor
Jan. 8, 1947 –
Jan. 10, 2016

Liver cancer

Prince
Musician

June 7, 1958 –

April 21, 2016

Opioid overdose

Sharon Jones
Singer

May 4, 1956 Nov. 18, 2016
Stroke

Alan Rickman
Actor

Feb. 21, 1946 –
Jan. 14, 2016

Pancreatic cancer

Lonnie Mack
Guitarist

July 18, 1941 –
April 21, 2016

Natural causes

Gwen Ifill
Author,
journalist

Sept. 29, 1955 –
Nov. 14, 2016

Cancer

Glenn Frey

Paul Kantner

Singer/songwriter

Nov. 6, 1948 – Jan. 18, 2016

Complications of rheumatoid
arthritis, acute ulcerative
colitis, pneumonia

Muhammad Ali
Boxer

Gordie Howe

Actor, singer

July 10, 1945 -

Actor

Nov. 25, 2016

Respiratory Failure

Feb. 3, 2016

Musician

Suicide

Dec. 14, 1946 –

March 24, 2016

March 22, 2016

March 29, 2016

Heart attack

Complications

Patty Duke
Actor

Nov. 29, 1949 –

Nov. 20, 1970 –

March 11, 2016

Cancer

Comedian

Rapper

Nov. 2, 1944 –

Elie Wiesel

Kenny Baker Steven Hill

Actor

Author, Nobel laureate

Actor, musician

June 19, 2016

July 2, 2016

Aug. 13, 2016

March 11, 1989 –
Traumatic asphyxia

Greg Lake
Musician

Nov. 10, 1947 –
Dec. 7, 2016
Cancer

Voice actor

Garry Shandling

Keith Emerson Phife Dawg

Sepsis

Sept. 30, 1928 -

Aug. 24, 1934 –

Unspecified illness

Complications from

John Glenn
Astronaut

July 18, 1921 – Dec. 8, 2016
No cause given

dwarfism

Alan Thicke
Actor

March 1, 1947 –
Dec. 13, 2016
Heart attack

Gene Wilder

Actor

Actor

Aug. 23, 2016

Aug. 29, 2016

Feb. 24, 1922 –
No cause given

Bernard Fox
Actor

May 11, 1927 –
Dec. 14, 2016

Heart failure

Merle Haggard
Singer/songwriter
April 6, 1937 –
April 6, 2016

Complications

Doris Roberts
Actor, comedian
Nov. 4, 1925 –
April 17, 2016

Stroke

from pneumonia

from diabetes

Anton Yelchin

No cause given

Ron Glass

Heart failure

Multiple organ failure

Parkinson’s disease

Feb. 3, 2016

Jan. 28, 2016

Joe Alaskey
April 17, 1952 –

and septic shock

Florence
Henderson
Nov. 24, 2016

Dec. 19, 1941 –

June 10, 2016

Septic shock

Musician/songwriter

March 17, 1941 –

March 31, 1928 –

June 3, 2016

Feb. 14, 1934 –

Singer/songwriter

Hockey player

Jan. 17, 1942 –

Maurice White

The Lady
Chablis

June 11, 1933 –
Complications from
Alzheimer’s disease

Actor, author, drag 		 Author
performer
Jan. 25, 1950 March 11, 1957 Sept. 28, 2016
Sept. 8, 2016
Heart attack
Pneumonia

Zsa Zsa Gabor
Actor, socialite
Feb. 6, 1917 –
Dec. 18, 2016

Gloria
Naylor

Richard Adams
Author

May 9, 1920 - Dec. 24, 2016
Unspecified illness

Arnold Palmer

Leonard Cohen

Sept. 10, 1929 –

Singer, poet, novelist, 		
painter

Heart failure

Nov. 7, 2016

Golfer

Sept. 25, 2016

Sept. 21, 1934 –

Cancer and complications
from a fall

George Michael

Carrie Fisher

Singer/songwriter

Actor, author

Dec. 25, 2016

Dec. 27, 2016

June 25, 1963 Heart failure

Oct. 21,1956 Heart attack

FOOD
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Curl Up with Winter Crepes
To Welcome 2017
BY STEVE “MO” FYE

C

repes have a reputation as being
far fancier and difficult to make
than is, in fact, the case.
I like New Year’s Day crepes
because making something that seems
like a luxury but is really cheap and
simple starts the year on a positive
note. To me, it’s like the Southern
tradition of collard greens and blackeyed peas.
Crepes have the added bonus of
being quick and easy. They also mix
well with booze to fight the morning
hangover after a night of celebration.
Also, the eggs, fat and starch are
perfect to combat the headache and
malaise of overindulgence.
Specialty crepe pans can be expensive, but a simple non-stick pan is all
that is needed to make a big batch of
crepes. I have a fancy crepe pan, but
when making a large batch, I like to
use a 6-inch egg pan. Sometimes I will
use two at once to speed the process.
Crepes are typically 8- to 10-inches
across, but smaller crepes are great
for bigger crowds and make for an
attractive presentation.
As with all cooking,
preparation
is key.
First, make the
crepe batter.
It needs to
be held cold
for at least 30
minutes to settle and let the
bubbles rise, as
well as to develop
a small amount of
gluten for structure.
Bubbles will weaken the
crepes and make them difficult
to flip or roll.
While the batter rests, melt a small
amount of butter. Clarified butter is
ideal, but melted whole butter
will work.
Warm two large, deep plates in
the oven to hold the finished crepes
as you cook. This is only necessary
if you will be serving the crepes
immediately.
Equipment needed: Mixing bowl
and whisk or a mixer, non-stick
pan(s), small ladle, rubber spatula,
and a brush for butter.
Beat the eggs well to break them up.
Add the rest of the ingredients and
mix until smooth. A blender works
fine, but the batter will need to rest

Basic
Sweet Crepe
Batter
2 large eggs
1 cup whole milk
½ cup water
1 cup All-purpose flour
3 tablespoons melted
butter
1-½ tablespoons sugar
1 tsp. vanilla extract
Pinch of salt
longer to remove the bubbles.
Heat a pan over medium heat. Brush
a small amount of butter on the pan
and pour off the excess.
For a six-inch pan, ladle about
1-1/2 ounces of batter in the center
and tilt the pan to cover the bottom.
Once the edges begin to curl
and become lacy (one to
two minutes), flip the
crepe to finish (about
another minute).
Slide the crepe
onto a warm plate
if serving immediately and cover.
It’s an adage that
the first crepe
should be thrown
away, as it rarely
comes out well. Just
eat it.
To serve, fold the crepes
in quarters and drizzle with sauce.
Alternatively, you can toss the crepes
in a sauce and then serve. This is
much messier, but delicious.
When serving crepes with a filling,
place it on a plate, put the filling in
the center and then roll the crepe and
finish with a sauce or topping.
Once the crepes are made, the only
limit is your imagination. Experiment!
Fruit preserves or marmalade make
wonderful breakfast or dessert crepes.
Whipped cream makes a
great garnish.
Steve “Mo” Fye is an Instructional Tech in
the Culinary Arts program at Central New
Mexico Community College and will put
almost anything delicious in a crepe.
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Beer Town: New Beer’s Resolutions

Albuquerque’s

BY TY BANNERMAN

F

rom one drunken holiday to
another, so we reel through our
wintery season. With the madness of
Christmas behind us, the debauchery
of New Year’s Eve lies ahead and
then, of course, the time to make
promises, straighten ourselves up,
pledge our energy to only positive
and constructive endeavors, and
pretend this year we really, really
mean it.
Let resolution, then, be the watchword for this week’s Beer Town
column. I, Ty Bannerman, Mayor of
Beer Town hereby resolve:

To discover the secrets of
New Mexicanus hops:

To only drink locally made
beers whenever possible:

Speaking of which, I hereby recommit
myself to the industry of the most
micro of microbrews. With a kegging
system in place and even an outdoor
propane burner, I intend to make
heavy use of them and the excuses
against doing so can blow away like
last year’s barley chaff. With two great
homebrewing stores in the area—Victor’s Grape Arbor and Southwest
Grape and Grain—I’ll have no want
for either ingredients or expertise.

This is a no-brainer and probably not
even that hard in a town so malt-rich
as ours. Still, I’ll admit my eye has
wandered over the gussied-up labels
of out-of-towners on many occasions
and, yes, anyone who kept watch over
the bottles filling up my recycling tub
would surely note my sin did not stop
there. No longer! These lips, when
they touch alcohol, will not touch
thine, microbrews of other states.

Learn to appreciate the
Belgians:

Now just because I’m forsaking beer
made in other places does not mean
I am forsaking their styles. With
Duel Brewing, Dialogue and Ale
Republic taking their cue from the
Franco-Flemish lands, only a priggish
member of the alt(bier)-right would
eschew foreign styles of zymurgy.

Premier Facility

Since all things local are clearly
topping my priorities, let that extend
to my further research into New
Mexico’s very own variety of hops.
Brought over centuries ago and
allowed to run feral in this magic
land, the New Mexicanus has taken
on something of a legendary status
in my mind. This year, I’ll down my
first beer made with the hops, even if I
have to brew it myself.

- for -

Mock Trials &
Focus Groups
• Trial

planning and issue spotting,
in-house facilitators

To whip up one batch of
homebrew every other month:

To never drive home
from a pub again:

Why take the risk? God made Uber,
Lyft and taxi cabs for a reason. And
hey, I’ve got the beard and the beer
chugging inclinations of your typical
bike riding hipster. Why not go for the
full monty?
See you next year, citizens.
Ty Bannerman is a beer drinker, co-host of
the City on the Edge podcast and author of
“Forgotten Albuquerque.”

•

Mock jury services

•

Witness preparation

•

Simulated court and
deliberation venues

• Political

elp
Let Us H our
ind Y

You F

polling

Call 505-263-8425 or email
info@trialmetrixNM.com

te

Soulma

6608 Gulton Court NE, Alb. 87109

www.freeabq.com/dating/
WEEKLY

trialmetrixnm.com
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N.M. Film Focus:
New Year, New View

‘Jackie’ as Demanding and
Enigmatic as First Lady

BY CHRISTA VALDEZ

BY DAVID LYNCH

I

“J

n this column, I try to introduce everyday New Mexicans to the unlimited potential
of the booming New Mexico
film industry. As 2016 draws
to a close, with a record-setting season of productions
taking a break before heading
back for a gangbuster start
to 2017, I highly recommend
everyone take stock of what
the industry truly brings to
our state.
Nothing will enlighten that
view quite as quickly as spending a
day and night on set. Whether you’ve
never thought twice about what goes
on behind the scenes to create media
magic, or if you’ve been somewhat
intrigued by an on-location basecamp
replete with trailers and rigs, a day as
background talent will most definitely
open your eyes to the world
of filmmaking.
From check-in to check-out, a day in
the life of background talent is typically a long one. This month I spent a
14-hour day at Bonanza Creek Movie
Ranch for the filming of a major
network pilot. Yes, a 14-hour day.
First came a costume fitting, then
a few weeks later a call time and
location directions were dispatched to
selected background; from there I was
off to the races, or in this case to an
old-timey, wild west set.
Crew are aplenty, from security at
the basecamp entrance, to the drivers
who shuttle everyone and everything
where they need to be to pull off the
three or four scenes for the day. There
are hundreds of people working in
tandem to create a pop-up city to
house the many resources required for
filming. Costumers, makeup artists,
hairstylists, crafty and film crew
buzz around, reading and staging the
behind-the-scenes scenes.
This can take hours in the readying
stages alone, then production
assistants begin to pull background
for filming.
Once on set, you’re where the
technical action is taking place. This is
where the big money is made or lost,
where every minute can be a costly
one if there are any setbacks with
weather, equipment or the cast.
In this case, hundreds of background in period costume fill out the
scenes just so and the all-important
“rolling” can only take place when

Linda Carfagno

everything is set as close to perfection
as possible.
On a quality production, there is
plenty of food expertly distributed
and timed with movie-making rules
and regulations that keep cast and
crew safe and healthy. The on-set
medic is at the ready, production
assistants are typically always at
attention and everyone, for the most
part, is laser focused on their task at
hand – which is to keep the production rolling.
There is usually a lot of downtime
for background talent and that lends
to some great camaraderie, information sharing, networking and, especially in the wee hours of the morning,
some silliness.
In the end, along with gaiety and
great food comes a glimpse into the
industry you’re unlikely to grasp any
other way. From casting directors
overseeing their background cast at
check-in, to the union boss checking
on his workers, to the big-name
director, producers and celebrities
hard at work, all unfolds before your
very eyes during a day in the life of
background talent.
You will see everything from
transportation, equipment, livestock,
catering, and untold quantities of
materials bought and trucked in to the
living environment of an active production. This is where New Mexico
is put to work as suppliers, resources
and skilled tradespeople, providing
enticement to the next round of movies and shows headed our way.
To submit yourself for background
roles, look for the list of active casting
directors at oneheadlightink.com/
resources/casting-directors
New Mexico film expert Christa Valdez, of
OneHeadlightInk.com and ChristaValdez.
com, reports on movie industry news for
ABQ Free Press.

ackie” is
a cement
mixer of a film. Its
cinematic workings
churn consistently
for a little over two
hours, devoid of any
traditional cinematic
energy.
Rather, it contains
a certain amount of
intensity with its own
style which, like a
cement mixer, seems
sluggish but necessary in the way it
presents themes that
can be appreciated for
years.
Natalie Portman is this cement-mixer’s driver, the one keeping the film’s
scenes absorbing so that it doesn’t
solidify into useless rock, but rather
something memorable.
Portman is revelatory as the titular
former First Lady, as demanding with
her performance as her character is
written to be. She is in virtually every
shot of the film, the camera following
her like an obedient disciple, her
steely gaze cutting right into our
souls.
Speaking of souls, director Pablo
Larraín provides the film with one
that is surreal and kinetic. This cement
mixer may seem slow, but I don’t
remember a scene lasting more than
a few minutes. Instead, it ping-pongs
between Jacqueline Kennedy’s various
engagements in the days before and
immediately following her husband’s
assassination.
A discussion with a priest. An orchestral concert alongside JFK. Funeral arrangements. Taking the American
people on a televised trip through
the White House as she describes the
changes she has made to the décor.
By carefully layering certain portions of these scenes on top of one
another – as gravel, sand and water
mix to create concrete – the film pieces
together the inner workings of Jackie’s
mind. It tells a grim story of a public
figure much more vulnerable in privacy than she may have come across
as being in public, a widow obsessed
with ensuring her husband has an
important legacy, or any legacy at all.
At the crux of the narrative is an
interview between Jackie and a

CALLBOARD
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The Callboard: Local Auditions in One Place

D

o you dream of spotlights and cheering fans? Then maybe it’s time to take those dreams and make them a reality. And it all
starts with picking up a copy of ABQ Free Press Weekly, where we make it easy to find all the local auditions for stage and
screen. See? The first step is simple. The rest? That’s up to you.

Fox Searchlight

journalist (played by a rather stiff Billy
Crudup) that we assume occurs after
everything else we see in the film.
While these scenes reinforce Jackie’s
“my way or the highway” attitude, it
also serves as a bit of a distraction.
The dynamic of the discussion
between Jackie and the unnamed
journalist serves as a way of helping
us understand her motivations – as
well as offering a standout scene as
she describes the horrific assassination
of JFK in her own words – but it does
so in a way that is overly explicit.
“Jackie” is a heavy, cerebral film. It’s
not supposed to be easy to understand; the way in which Portman
walks, stares and dresses has as
much to say as her dialogue. Multiple
viewings are a must, even though this
isn’t a film most would be willing to
return to immediately. But it’s also
about 20 to 25 minutes too long, and
omitting the expendable, although
helpful, scenes with Crudup’s journalist would make it all a bit easier to
absorb.
That’s a small complaint for a movie
that is provocative and memorable in
its storytelling. Portman is an absolute force, personifying unavoidable
despair and the unique predicament
Jackie Kennedy was placed into in the
days following Nov. 22, 1963.
The way she copes in the face of
public pressure is not as much one of
perseverance as it is a reminder that
not even sleeping in the White House
can provide all the answers for our
troubles.
David Lynch is an award-winning
film critic.

Screen

Stage

MALE

MALE

Open ethnicity, 60-80 –
Father
“Heritage Scrabble”
Shoots Jan. 9-10,
Albuquerque,Send headshot,
acting reel, resume to
casting@8292productions.com
PAID

Open ethnicity, 40s – Joe
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m.,
Jan. 7, 1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email preferred day and role
to shadowboxabq@yahoo.com

Open ethnicity, late 20s to
late 30s – Male lead
Clean-shaven, wild hair
Hip hop music video
Shoots Jan. 14 OR 15
Auditions via Skype
Email resumes, headshots
to juramara@gmail.com
PAID

Open ethnicity, teens – Steve
Ability to play guitar a plus
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com

Open ethnicity, 40s – Franklin
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April, 2017
Send resume, headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

FEMALE
Open ethnicity, 40-60 –
Daughter
“Heritage Scrabble”
Shoots Jan. 9-10, Albuquerque
Send headshot, acting reel,
resume to
casting@8292productions.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, 30s – Andrea
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April, 2017
Send resume, headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

OPEN GENDER
Open ethnicity, 20-65 –
Stagehand
Need eight to 10 people
“Heritage Scrabble”
Shoots Jan. 9-10,
Albuquerque
Send headshot, acting reel,
resume to
casting@8292productions.com
PAID
Want your casting or
crew call listed here?
Send an email to
callboard@freeabq.com

Open ethnicity, 40s-50s – Brian
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, 20s-30s –
Mark
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, 30-50 –
Fred/Petruchio
Strong baritone
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m.
Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 20-35 – Bill/
Lucentio, Tenor or baritone
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon

Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 40-65 –
Pops/Padua priest
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 20-45 – Paul
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 50-75 –
Harry/Baptista
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 50+ – Harrison
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, open age
– Gremio, Tenor or baritenor
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, open age –
Hortensio, Tenor or baritenor
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up, Vocal
auditions Jan. 7, 10 a.m.–
noon, Dance auditions Jan.
7, noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434

FEMALE
Open ethnicity, 40s-50s –
Beverly
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, 40s –
Maggie
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, late 40s-50s
– Agnes
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, late 60s-70s
– Felicity
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day
and role to
shadowboxabq@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, 30-50 – Lilli/
Kate
Mezzo
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, open age –
Hattie
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss

nicoletaionescu

Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, 20-35 – Lois/
Bianca, Mezzo
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434

OPEN GENDER
Open ethnicity, open age
– Interviewer
Never seen, only heard
“The Shadow Box”
Jan. 5 & 6, 6-9 p.m., Jan. 7,
1-4 p.m.
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth
St NW, Albuquerque
Email a preferred day and
role to shadowboxabq@
yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, open age
– Haberdasher
“Taming of the Shrew”/Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m., Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
Open ethnicity, open age –
Ralph/Stage manager
Tenor or baritone
“Taming of the Shrew”/“Kiss
Me Kate” mash-up
Vocal auditions Jan. 7, 10
a.m.–noon
Dance auditions Jan. 7,
noon-2 p.m.
Albuquerque
By appointment – 857-0434
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ABQ Bar Band’s First Album
Offers Plenty of Energy
BY BRADLEY T. SCHUMAN
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Artists Caught with Pants
Down at New Exhibit

Journalism Meets Epiphany in
‘Songs from Richmond Avenue’

BY SARA MACNEIL

BY LEX VOYTEK

S

ilver String
Band is energetic with crooning harmonies
and complexly-layered string
skills that make
my fingertips
sore just thinking
about. Everything comes together brilliantly
and consistently
throughout their
self-titled album.
If you like Trampled by Turtles, The
Avett Brothers, The Lonely Heartstring Band, Punch Brothers, Infamous
Stringdusters or Iron Horse, you will
almost certainly like Silver String Band.
The album kicks off with “Salida”
(yes, that Salida, in Colorado), and the
band’s southwest heritage becomes
apparent. I have a warm spot in my
heart for the line “I was bourbon
drunk by four o’ clock / when she
walked me hand-in-hand back to her
place.” I may have been that guy once
or twice, and it paints a pretty picture.
“Places” absolutely roars into the
speaker, the first of many places
where Silver String Band’s superior
string skills shine through, easily doubling the pace of the previous track.
Songs like this remind me why I wish
I could play the banjo, or really any
sort of fast-paced bluegrass strings,
and how frustratingly difficult it is.
“Miles” slows things back down into
a wistful missing-home ballad, and
“Lemon Moon” keeps a similar feel
while ramping the tempo back up; the
fiddle here is especially excellent.
The tempo slides up another notch
with my second favorite song off the
album, “Waiting for Jesus.” It’s probably just that I’m a sucker for any song
featuring a hard-drinking anti-hero
with few regrets and a cheery melody
to stagger along with, but MAN, is
it good.
Things relax again for a while with
“Steeply Uphill” and “Days When.”
As much as I love the frenetic strings
of bluegrass, the slower tunes are critical too. These two songs give Silver
String Band a chance to show off
their prodigious vocal chops, and the
emotionally charged harmonies ring
through with bittersweet longing for
somebody, though it’s a little foggy as
to who the somebody is.

LITERATURE

M

“Salty Dog” is a last call, hail Mary
pass at finding someone to keep your
bed warm for the evening, even if
that involves squinting to keep seeing
double at bay. This one is a classic I
have heard more than once, and I’m
sold on Silver String Band’s version
of it. It’s quicker and twangier than
Johnny Cash’s version, and at risk of
being tried for heresy, I think I might
like it just a little better.
“Estate Sale” is my absolute favorite
song off the album. Chalk it up to my
morbid sense of humor, and maybe
the maniacal hollering right at the
end, but it’s fast and strange and it
makes me happy.
I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention their
excellent cover of “St. James Infirmary.” It’s been covered more than
once – I even know a guy who does
a burlesque act to it, singing acapella
and incorporating a flute solo. That
said, it just shows the song has legs,
and Silver String Band does it justice.
Damn good first album, Silver String
Band. Damn. Good.
Silver String Band (previously
known as Peg Leg Joe) is a six-piece
Albuquerque local bluegrassAmericana-folk band. They play a
combination of original tunes, classic
Americana, and a couple of pretty
folked-up covers. They play regularly at Monte Vista Fire Station, and
Marble Brewery.
Silver String Band’s album was
released only on Spotify, where you
can hear it for free.
Final note: The band’s website,
downtofolk.com is the best damned
website name, EVER.
Bradley T. Schuman is a pop culture
geek and music nerd with far too many
records and opinions. Reach him at
music@freeabq.com

I

t’s been common throughout history
for artists to leave their works unfinished, although for an artist, someone
seeing their unfinished work is like
being caught with their pants down.
“Non Finito,” Italian for “not
finished,” is a group show of artists
exposing themselves in the vulnerable
act of displaying incomplete work.
Seventeen artists submitted one finished piece and one incomplete work.
Although many artists were reluctant
to display an unfinished piece, it’s
hard to tell which pieces are done and
which are not.
Valerie Roybal visualized the theme
at an exhibition of unfinished old
master paintings at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. These
works, unworthy of exhibition, had
never been seen in a museum. Roybal
curated the show with Angela Berkson,
and Ted Laredo.
Roybal said she was inspired by how
the negative space of unfinished work
was just as intriguing as the completed
parts. While the MET’s exhibition
explored the theme from a historical
perspective, “Non Finito” investigates
the idea with contemporary art.
“We’re socialized as artists to
think that what we put out into the
world has to be perfect,” Roybal
said. “Non-Finito” asks, “When is an
artwork finished and what makes it
worthy of display?”
Roybal went to artists’ homes searching for the hidden work. She crawled
under one artist’s desk to retrieve a
dust-covered blue cloud made from
wood. The artist, Heidi Pollard, was

Beau Carey

Kristin Diener

surprised at the curator’s choice.
“You want to show that?” she asked.
When Roybal asked another artist
in the show, Beau Carey, to show an
unfinished work he said, “That’s like
being caught with my pants down.”
Kristin Diener, a jewelry maker,
displays pieces that give the most
interesting contrast between finished
and unfinished. Inside the frame, tiny
objects connect to a slab of brass, ready
for the torch. The unfinished work
hangs next to a polished and intricately-complete necklace, giving a peek
behind her process.
Diener said about her uncompleted
projects, “Many are intact and waiting.
They please me with their strength and
potential. They repeatedly visit me.”
“Non Finito” will be at Sanitary
Tortilla Factory (403 Second St. SW)
until Jan. 29.
Sara MacNeil is an editorial intern at
ABQ Free Press Weekly.

ichael Reed’s
“Songs from
Richmond Avenue”
was the cynically
humorous story I’ve
been waiting for. It
was a well-written
novel that didn’t
take itself too seriously, and in turn
had some poignant
moments.
The book is about
a journalist in
Houston, who
seems to remain
rather nameless,
but sometimes is
referred to as Mr.
Newsman. He’s a
regular guy kind
of guy – a bus-riding, American
beer-drinking kind
of guy.
He meets a very
beautiful, not as
regular kind of gal,
Michelle. She’s not
a bus-riding kind of
gal and she drinks
unpronounceable
beers.
He meets
Michelle, oddly enough, at the bus
stop near his house. She is waiting
for someone to pick her up, but she
confesses she notices our regular
guy at the bus stop every day on her
drive to work. Michelle is waiting for
her ride at the bus stop because she
is considering becoming a bit more
streetwise and saving some money by
riding the bus.
She invites him over to see her
house – the one her more elite friends
and family disapprove of, the same
people who disapprove of her riding
the bus when she has a perfectly
fine car.
Setting plays a big role in this book,
from the bus stop – where our regular
guy has his homeless friends, and
meets the beautiful Michelle – to the
dive bar, the Relix Club, that he goes
to every day. This is the kind of bar
that has the limited selection of one
box of red wine, one box of white
wine, some domestic beers, and their
“lite” counterparts.
There was a lot going on in this

story, from the unpredictable consequences of shady gambling, to the
just-out-of-reach love story between
Mr. Newsman and Michelle.
Even though there was death,
sleepless nights and drunken shenanigans, there was a little too much
meandering of the story from time
to time. Mr. Newsman had moments
where he’d let his mind wander and
we, as the reader, were obliged to
follow. Sometimes this added to the
story, but mostly it distracted from the
immediate action.
The story was fun, and the voice
was strong, which cushioned the
anti-climactic ending. The point of the
story wasn’t so much the plot, but the
amusing and well-crafted delivery of
the book.
“Songs from Richmond Avenue” is
available through blackrosewriting.
com and Amazon.
Lex Voytek is a nervous wreck and
reading quiets the noise. Reach her at
books@freeabq.com
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8 am,
1607 Paseo de Peralta at Guadalupe
Santa Fe
farmersmarketsnm.org

53

Santa Fe Farmers Market:
Railyard

I

SATURDAYS

N

6:30 pm, Prosum Roasters
3228 Los Arboles Ave NE Ste 100,
379-5136, prosumroasters.com

52

9 am, CNM Workforce Training Center,
5600 Eagle Rock Ave NE, 312-8509,
progressnownm.org

Coffee Education and Tasting

R

Progressive Action Summit

FRIDAYS

Puzzles on page 23

U

10 am, Free, Mama‘s Minerals
800 20th St NW, RSVP: 266-8443,
mamasminerals.com

6 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park
5500 Balloon Fiesta Parkway,
768-6050, yogazoabq.com

46

Kids Rock Geology Class

Thirsty Thursdays

A M

7 pm, Albuquerque Square Dance
Center, 4915 Hawkins NE, 289-2992,
folkmads.org

THURSDAYS

51

Contra Dance

11 am, 88 Louisiana Blvd SE

E

9 pm, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

SATURDAY, JANUARY 7

Talin Market
Food Truck Round Up

50

New Year’s Eve on Civic Plaza

Adobe Theater, 9813 4th St NW,
898-9222, adobetheater.org

Grassroots Yoga Albuquerque
4310 Lomas Blvd. NE
9 p.m.
grassroots-yoga.com

T

Route 66 Casino,
14500 Central Ave SW
352-7866, rt66casino.com

Blithe Spirit

4 pm, Free, OffCenter Arts
808 Park Ave SW, 247-1172
offcenterarts.org

R

For more information, visit facebook.com/
events/1162550877174795

Masters of Illusion
Magic Show

The Vortex Theatre, 2900 Carlisle NE,
247-8600, vortexabq.org

Crazy Wisdom Poetry

45

The Jan. 8 event will be held at Guild Cinema
(3405 Central Ave. NE, Albuquerque) at 1 p.m., and
will include an advanced showing of “Riot grrrl in
Los Angeles,” raffles and a bake sale. The suggested
donation is $5-$20.

10 am, Explora
1701 Mountain Rd NW
224-8300, explora.us

Alice in Wonderland

WEDNESDAYS

A

olitical/social/music movement Riot grrrl will hold
a fundraiser to help New Mexico women get to the
Jan. 21 Women’s March on Washington.

JANUARY 6-29

High Desert Yoga
4600 Copper Ave. NE
10-11:45 a.m.
Highdesertyoga.com

C

P

Explora Noon Year’s Eve

Reception, Friday, January 6, 6-8 pm
Harwood Art Center
1114 7th St NW, 242-6367
harwoodartcenter.org

7 pm, Tractor Brewing Wells Park 1800
4th St NW, 243-6752
getplowed.com

R

Wikimedia Commons

7:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park
5500 Balloon Fiesta Parkway,
768-6050, menorahglow.com

Hot Iron: Tucumcari Iron Pour
Verge: Margaret Fitzgerald

Poetry and Beer

O

The Chanukah Night Glow

JANUARY 6-26

1ST WEDNESDAYS

44

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31

Santa Ana Star Center
3001 Civic Center Circle NE
891-7300, santaanastarcenter.com

Sani Yoga
521 Central Ave. NW, Ste G
4-5:30 p.m.
saniyoga.com

U

6 pm, Conchita’s Cafe
400 Gold Ave, 339-6774

Kicker Arenacross

11 am, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW
albuquerquecc.com

49

Nasty Women Y Bad Hombres
— Art & Community

Truckin’ Tuesdays

Jean Cocteau Cinema
418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 466-5528
jeancocteaucinema.com

O

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30

TUESDAYS

Ben Seidman — Magician

48

1 pm, Ski Apache
1286 Ski Run Road, Alto, NM
(575) 464-3600, skiapache.com

JANUARY 6-7

S

The Dummy Gelunde Launch
and Torchlight Parade

ONGOING

t’s that time of year: those first few weeks of the new
year, when we all pretend that this time, we really,
really mean it and we’re going to follow through on our
resolutions to better ourselves. For those of you who
have committed to better physical or spiritual fitness, we
present a list of places offering yoga classes on the very
first day of 2017.

47

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28

10:30 am, Free, Juan Tabo Library,
3407 Juan Tabo Blvd NE
291-6260, abqlibrary.org

I

6
3

MILL Contemporary
702 1/2 Canyon Rd, Gypsy Alley,
Santa Fe, (505) 983-6668
millcontemp.com

7:30 pm, WisePies Arena
1111 University Blvd SE, 925-5858,
unmtickets.com

Beginning Meditation Practice

1
4

Inside Out

Revelation through
Concealment: Christo and
Jeanne-Claude

Harlem Globetrotters

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11

5
7

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29

THROUGH FEBRUARY 11

6 pm, Free, Winning Coffee
111 Harvard Dr SE, 218-4838

3
8

9:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

Edition One Gallery
1036 Canyon Rd, Santa Fe
(505) 570-5385, editionone.gallery

Cat Lady Crafts: Sara MacNeil

Pixabay

7
9

Mark Rush and Friends

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

FRIDAY, JANUARY 6

6:30 pm, Empire GameBoard Library,
3503 Central Ave NE, 244-7716,
auxdog.com

2
1

8 pm, Sunshine Theater
120 Central Ave SW, 764-0249
sunshinetheaterlive.com

Toy Story

THROUGH FEBRUARY 3

The Lyin’ Dog — An Interactive
Game Show

4
5

The Devil Makes Three

Women Go to
Washington

Guild Cinema

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28

Thursdays, 7 pm
Kadampa Meditation Center
142 Monroe St NE, 292-5293,
meditationinnewmexico.org

Wilderness and the National
Parks: Ian Shive

DECEMBER 28-JANUARY 14
3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848,
guildcinema.com
Through December 30, Blade Runner
Through December 30, The City
of Lost Children
December 31-January 1, Eight Days
a Week
December 31-January 1, The Party
December 31-January 1, The Return
of the Pink Panther
January 2-5, Mifune: The Last Samurai
January 2-5, Yojimbo
January 6-7, Mad Max: Fury Road
January 6-10, Ocean Waves
January 6-10, The Brand New
Testament
January 7, Unfair Game: Ending
Wildlife Killing Contests
January 11-14, Always Shine
January 11-14, Old Stone

International Museum of Collage,
Assemblage and Construction Archives
1925 Rosina St Ste C, Santa Fe
(505) 303-3034, collagemuseum.com

9
6

SUNDAY, JANUARY 8

Reception, Friday, December 10, 5-7 pm
New Mexico Art League
3409 Juan Tabo NE, 293-5034,
newmexicoartleague.org

New Year, New You — A
Spiritual Revolution

8
2

Dirty Bourbon
9800 Montgomery Blvd NE
296-2726, thedirtybourbon.com

Dirty Bourbon
9800 Montgomery Blvd NE
296-2726, thedirtybourbon.com

Harwood Art Center, 1114 7th St NW,
242-6367, harwoodartcenter.org

Small Works

DADA Centennial:
Day of the Dead

Part of Friends of the Wheelwright
Museum
2:30 pm, Wheelwright Museum
of the American Indian
704 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe
(505) 982-4636, wheelwright.org

E

Border Avenue

Tyler Stephens

Xing! A Musical Installation

THROUGH JANUARY 7

JANUARY 5-26

Constructing a Wheelwright
Exhibition: Jack Townes

57

DECEMBER 29-31

JANUARY 5-6

6 pm, ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden,
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

THROUGH JANUARY 31

9 am, Free, Open Space Visitor Center,
6500 Coors Blvd NW, 897-8831
cabq.gov/openspace

MONDAY, JANUARY 9

56

Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900
taosmesabrewing.com

9:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center,
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org

River of Lights

Stranger Factory
3411 Central Ave NE
508-3049, strangerfactory.com

Reception, Friday, December 9, 5-7 pm
Santa Fe Clay
545 Camino de la Familia, Santa Fe
(505) 984-1122, santafeclay.com

Bosque Wild — Guided Nature
Walk

55

Melvin Seals & JGB

Chatter Sunday:
Hangover Cure

Jean Cocteau Cinema
418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 466-5528
jeancocteaucinema.com

Stranger Factory
Winter Salon VI

Small Treasures

N

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 466-5528,
jeancocteaucinema.com
Through December 29, A Kind
of Murder
Through December 29, She Sings
to the Stars
Through December 29, The Red
Shoes
December 30-January 4, Awakening
in Taos
December 30-January 5, The
Wanderers
December 30-January 5, The Eyes
of My Mother
January 2, Touch of Evil
(Director’s Cut)
January 5, Carlos Medina
January 5-11, Mifune: The Last Samurai

Mark Yamin

Free, Civic Plaza,1 Civic Plaza NW
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

E

618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887
launchpadrocks.com
December 29, Transcend 2016!
December 30, Walls Within
December 31, Red Light Cameras
January 5, Fayuca
January 7, Roman’s Birthday Bash
January 11, Jus Allah

Jean Cocteau Cinema

THROUGH DECEMBER 30

Holiday Ice Qube Skating

U

Launchpad

New Year’s Eve Concert

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1

Thursdays, 7 pm
Kadampa Meditation Center
142 Monroe St NE, 292-5293,
meditationinnewmexico.org

10 am, Congregation Albert
3800 Louisiana Blvd NE
RSVP: (505) 883-1818 x3203 or
brotherhood@congregationalbert.org

T

Lensic Theater
211 W. San Francisco, Santa Fe
(505) 988-1234, ticketssantafe.org

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31

THROUGH JANUARY 28

1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe,
(505) 982-1338, ccasantafe.org
Through December 29, Exhibition on
Screen: The Winter Series — Munch
Through January 14, The Dekalog
December 30-January 5, Exhibition
on Screen: The Winter Series —
Rembrandt
Starts January 6, Ghostland

S

DECEMBER 22-31

Taos Mesa Brewing
20 ABC Mesa Rd, El Prado
(575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

Reception, Sunday, January 15, 2-3 pm
Las Placitas Presbyterian Church
7 Paseo de San Antonio, Placitas,
867-8080, placitasartistsseries.org

60

Let It Grow

Reception, Friday, December 2, 5-7 pm
photo-eye Gallery
541 S. Guadalupe St, Santa Fe
(505) 988-5152, photoeye.com

Letting Go of the Past

One Hundred Years Since the
Balfour Declaration — Where
Are We Now?: Rabbi Paul Citrin

S

2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555
lowspiritslive.com
December 28, Wednesday Open Mic
December 29, Youngsville
December 31, Moonshine Blind
January 2, Ugly Robot
January 6, Keith Sanchez and the Moon

Affinity: Brad Wilson

Musical Theatre Southwest
6320-B Domingo NE, 265-9119,
musicaltheatresw.com

SUNDAY, JANUARY 8

January 2017 Placitas Artists
Series

O

7 pm, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St NW
242-9090, hotelandaluz.com

Disney’s Beauty and the Beast

THROUGH DECEMBER 29

DECEMBER 31-JANUARY 27

E

Low Spirits

The Gershom Brothers

THROUGH JANUARY 21

L

DECEMBER 29-JANUARY 6

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30

THROUGH JANUARY 1

EVENTS

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

L

SHOWS

Patina Gallery
131 W. Palace Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 986-3432, patina-gallery.com

6 pm, Institute of American Indian Arts
83 Avan Nu Po Rd, Santa Fe
iaia.edu

K

For more information, visit
facebook.com/events/1188466741191168

Form & Concept
435 S Guadalupe St, Santa Fe
982-8111, formandconcept.center

7 pm, Unity Spiritual Center
9800 Candeleria NE, 292-1998,
usabq.org

IAIA Winter Readers Gathering

E

Bring your own equipment, or just spectate.

Peaceable Kingdom:
Claire Kahn’s New Mexico

JANUARY 7-14

11:30 am, Free
Esther Bone Memorial Library
950 Pinetree Rd SE, Rio Rancho,
891-5012x3128
riorancholibraries.org

Y

Starting at 2 p.m., local balloonists will gather at the north
of the Balloon Fiesta Field (9401 Balloon Museum Dr. NE,
Albuquerque) for three hours of balloon-related
shenanigans.

Native Realities: Superheroes
of Past, Present, and Future

Noon Year’s Eve

Pretend to Stick to
Your Resolutions

1 pm, Free, Open Space Visitor Center,
6500 Coors Blvd NW, 897-8831
cabq.gov/openspace

T

G

et your spirits soaring for 2017 – literally – with
the second annual New Year’s Day Afternoon
Balloon Flight.

Cowspiracy: The Sustainability
Secret

Center for Contemporary Arts
Cinematheque

DECEMBER 28-JANUARY 11
Wikimedia Commons

ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden,
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

7 pm, Free, Nob Hill, 2929 Monte Vista
Blvd NE, nobhillis100.com

Winter Wildlife Walk

H

DECEMBER 28-JANUARY 6

FRIDAY, JANUARY 6

Sorrel Sky Gallery
125 W. Palace Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 501-6555, sorrelsky.com

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

Nob Hill New Year’s Eve
Chile Drop
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SCREENS

Kadomatsu in the
Japanese Garden

S

7:30 pm, South Broadway Cultural Center
1025 Broadway Blvd SW
848-1320, ampconcerts.org

THROUGH JANUARY 15

Little Windows with a Big
View — Small Works Show

A

Martin Sexton

THROUGH DECEMBER 31

Finding Nemo

A

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11

DECEMBER 30-31

R

2 pm, National Hispanic Cultural Center
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771
nhccnm.org

E

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

Winter Winds and Brass

H

Start the Year
Flying High

CALENDAr CALENDAr
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DANCE

Exploring Women’s Resilience Through African Dance
BY SARA MACNEIL

C

horeographer, dancer, and teacher
Rujeko Dumbutshena approaches
African dance as a high art form.
Her choreography explores the
strength of women while connecting
with Zimbabwe, the Southern African
country where she was born.
“Bringing together students as
witnesses in the rich performance
traditions of Africa has the potential
to inspire people’s curiosity about a
world outside of their own,” she said.
Dumbutshena grew up in Zimbabwe during apartheid, a historic
period of racial segregation in South
Africa. Schools were just beginning to
integrate when she started elementary
school. She studied ballet as a child,
but was deterred from dance as a
teenager when she was placed in a
conservative boarding school.
“The focus was on academics. Dance
was viewed as a waste of time,” she
said.
When Dumbutshena moved to
America for college, she saw it was
possible to have a career in dance
and began to train, travelling back to
Africa for classes.
“In most African countries, there’s
not a formal structure. There’s no
counting or wood floor. Classes could
be outside or inside,” she said.
In 1995, Dumbutshena was offered
a teaching position in Santa Fe, and
later at the University of New Mexico.
In conjunction with teaching, she
completed a bachelor’s in fine arts at
UNM. Once she received her degree,
she moved to New York where she
taught at Sarah Lawrence College for
eight years.
In 2008, Dumbutshena took a break
from teaching after being cast in the
award-winning Broadway musical
“FELA!” The production, based
on the life of Nigerian activist and
musician Fela Kuti, was a pioneer for
Broadway. From the start of “FELA!”
Dumbutshena worked as one of choreographer Bill T. Jones’ muses.
She toured with the production
when it went to Nigeria, dancing
through various injuries while making
life-long professional connections.
“Apart from the social accolades, it
was work,” she said. “I learned I love
to perform but I’m not as passionate
about it as I am about producing and
collaborating,” she said.
You can catch glimpses of Dumbutshena dancing in “FELA!” in the
Netflix documentary “Finding FELA!”
In 2012, Dumbutshena was

commissioned
to choreograph
“Jenaguru” for the
Smithsonian African Art Museum’s
“African Cosmos”
exhibit. Dumbutshena created the
piece in collaboration with poet
Mavhi Wakatama
and musician Farai
Malianga. She
took inspiration
from the celestial
metaphors of
Zimbabwean
origin stories to
create a piece that
coincided with the
exhibition’s theme.
For UNM’s fall
2016 student show,
Dumbutshena choreographed “Women Like Water,”
Rujeko Dumbutshena and Michelle Kassman performing “Women Like Water” in the UNM fall 2016 student show “Inhale.”
a contemporary
piece with African
dance moves set to
Geoffrey Oryema’s “Land of the
Anaka.” She performed the piece
with UNM dance
student Michelle
Kassman.
During the piece,
Kassman slowly
leans forward onto
Dumbutshena’s
through choreography.
back as Dumbutshena took on her
She is pursuing a masdance partner’s full weight. The piece
ter’s
degree in dance
was inspired by women supporting
at
UNM
and hopes to
each other.
fill
a
teaching
position
As both dancers step to a soothing
in
one
of
the
small
rhythm, they hold their hands above
number of universities
their heads as if carrying a water
in the nation that have a
bucket. Carrying on the head is a comconcentration in African
mon practice in developing countries.
dance.
“Life is hard for women in Zimba“It’s not something
bwe, just as it is hard for most women.
that
is everywhere, but
In third world countries, it has an
it’s
definitely
growing,”
added element of difficulty,” Dumbutshe
said
about
the
shena said.
African
dance
niche
in
When Dumbutshena first came to
academia.
America, she took women’s studies
Dumbutshena has
courses, but stopped pursuing the
an
Albuquerque-based
area because she wasn’t satisfied with
Photos: Pat Berrett
dance
troupe called
the material.
“The
Bells
and
Shakers
“It didn’t reflect African women’s
African Dance Ensemble.” She teaches
stories in a way that I felt was emAfrican dance at UNM and neo-tradipowering,” she said. Dumbutshena
tional African dance at MOVEabq at
Sara MacNeil is an editorial intern at
seeks to represent the strength of Af1100
San
Mateo
Blvd.
NE,
on
Sundays
ABQ Free Press Weekly.
rican women as she tells their stories
at 4 p.m.
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Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9X9 grid that has been
into•nine
puzzles
grids of 3X3 squares. To solve the puzzle each row, column and box must contain each
of the numbers 1 to 9. Puzzles come in three grades: easy, medium andCrossword
difficult.
by Myles Mellor and Sally York

Level: Easy
Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9x9 grid that has been subdivided into nine smaller grids of 3x3
squares. To solve the puzzle, each row, column and box must contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.
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We’re starting
the new year
by taking
a week off.

Across
1. Downed a sub, say
4. Gown
9. Biblically yours
12. Allow
13. Colonel's insignia
14. Distress
15. Head wreath
16. Church singers
18. In the character of
20. Coin of Afghanistan
21. Boring
24. Hot casino destination in China
28. Sandwich cookie
29. Rap sheet letters
32. James ___ in spy novels
33. Set afire
34. NCO part

4

3
8
4

9

8

Our next issue
will be published Jan. 11.

6

23. Sweater tug
25. Newspaper writer
26. Japanese movie
		style
27. Milk dispenser
30. Like a goldfish, like
		 a carp
31. Dead against
37. Polecat’s defense
39. Supporting
41. Marina sight
43. Japanese wrestlers
45. Three spot card
47. Cow or sow
48. Rowboat need
49. Free market 		
		 economy country
50. Antlered animal
51. Brewed drink
53. French avenue
54. He’s a real doll

46. Coffee holder
47. Quesadilla side
		 (2 words)
52. Vex
55. Dupes
56. “___, I love you,
		 won’t you tell me
		 your name” The
		Doors
57. Take to court
58. Time
59. Small fry
60. Sawbuck

Across
1. Downed a sub, say
4. Gown
9. Biblically yours
12. Allow
13. Colonel’s insignia
14. Distress
15. Head wreath
16. Church singers
18. In the character of
20. Coin of Afghanistan
21. Boring
24. Hot casino
		 destination in
		China
28. Sandwich cookie
29. Rap sheet letters
32. James ___ in spy
		novels
33. Set afire
34. NCO part
35. Jar top
36. Sgt. Snorkel’s dog
38. First-aid, for one
39. Stew
40. Strapped
42. Same elements,
		 different atom
		arrangements
44. Granola ingredient

Down
1. It’s ___ over
2. Driving location
3. Proper behavior
4. Joltless joe
5. Cheer
6. Id’s associate
7. Berth place
8. Antidote
9. Deuce in poker
10. Today in Espanol
11. Right on!
17. Divulge a secret
19. Alien craft
21. Wise one
22. Old hat

Answers on page 21

1

2

3

4

12

13

15

16
18

21

5

29

33

34
37

40

9

10

11

26

27

53

54

20
23

36

8

17

19

22

24
30

31

32

38

44

39
42

45

49

25

35

41

48

7

14

28

47

6

43
46

50

51

52

55

56

57

58

59

60
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Start and end your day with us!

KSFR fm
101.1
santa fe public radio

Award winning news,
public affairs & talk radio
Eclectic music

streaming live
@ ksfr.org

Listener supported public radio

